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IMPORTANCE SAMPLING CORRECTION VERSUS
STANDARD AVERAGES OF REVERSIBLE MCMCS IN TERMS
OF THE ASYMPTOTIC VARIANCE
JORDAN FRANKS AND MATTI VIHOLA
Abstract. We establish an ordering criterion for the asymptotic variances of
two consistent Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) estimators: an importance
sampling (IS) estimator, based on an approximate reversible chain and subse-
quent IS weighting, and a standard MCMC estimator, based on an exact re-
versible chain. Essentially, we relax the criterion of the Peskun type covariance
ordering in order to consider two different invariant probabilities, and obtain,
in place of a strict ordering of asymptotic variances, a bound of the asymptotic
variance of IS by that of the direct MCMC. Simple examples show that IS can
have arbitrarily better or worse asymptotic variance than Metropolis-Hastings
and delayed acceptance (DA) MCMC. Our ordering implies that IS is guar-
anteed to be competitive up to a factor depending on the supremum of the
(marginal) IS weight. We elaborate upon the criterion in case of unbiased esti-
mators as part of an auxiliary variable framework. We show how the criterion
implies asymptotic variance guarantees for IS in terms of pseudomarginal (PM)
and DA corrections, essentially if the ratio of exact and approximate likelihoods
is bounded. We also show that convergence of the IS chain can be less affected
by unbounded high-variance unbiased estimators than PM and DA chains.
1. Introduction
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms are important for sampling.
They are widely applicable and asymptotically exact under mild hypotheses. As
they take considerable time to run, it is of interest to know which MCMCs are
more efficient. The standard measure of statistical efficiency for MCMCs is the
asymptotic variance, as it corresponds with the limiting variance of a
√
n-central
limit theorem (CLT) (cf. Proposition 1). A famous ordering criterion for the as-
ymptotic variances of two reversible Markov chains is the Peskun ordering [50,
Thm. 2.1.1], extended to general state spaces by Tierney [61, Thm. 4], and elab-
orated upon in [43, Thm. 4.2] in terms of the lag-1 auto-covariance, whence it
is sometimes called the ‘covariance ordering’ [see also 61, Proof of Lem. 3]. The
result has been applied and extended to various settings, e.g. continuous-time
chains [36, 44], Gibbs [4] and hybrid [1, 41] samplers, and to pseudomarginal
(PM) chains [3, 8, 9, 23, 59], where it is used in particular for the proof of the
‘convex order’ criterion for PM chains [9]. The aforementioned orderings have in
common that the two chains being compared share the same invariant probability,
at least marginally.
Key words and phrases. Asymptotic variance, delayed acceptance, importance sampling,
Markov chain Monte Carlo, pseudomarginal algorithm, unbiased estimator.
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2 JORDAN FRANKS AND MATTI VIHOLA
1.1. Ordering criterion. We suggest a Peskun type ordering for importance
sampling (IS) MCMC estimators to compare with standard MCMC estimators. IS
is based on a chain targeting an approximate probability µ of the target probability
ν of interest. A final IS correction phase is then used, which involves an IS weight w
satisfying µ(wf) = ν(f) for suitable functions f [cf. 21, 28, 29, 31, 49, 65]. We seek
to compare IS with the typical MCMC, i.e. standard averages of a reversible chain
targeting ν. Instead of a strict ordering as in the covariance ordering, we obtain
a quasi -ordering involving constants depending on w and the function variance
(Theorem 2). A product space version for augmented IS kernels (Theorem 5) will
turn out to be particularly useful when unbiased estimators are introduced as part
of an auxiliary variable framework.
1.2. Popular direct MCMCs. The workhorse of the reversible MCMC world is
the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [cf. 31], or equivalently, its novel reformulation
in terms of unbiased estimators, the PM algorithm [38, 6]. A PM variant, known
as delayed acceptance (DA) [cf. 38, 40, 17], has drawn considerable attention re-
cently as a means to accelerate PM [cf. 10, 18, 20, 24, 30, 52, 56, 57, 58, 60, 65];
see §3.2.1 and §6 for in fact two different possible types of DA ‘correction,’ and
§7.3 for examples of DA in different settings. Although the statistical efficiency
of DA is worse than PM by the covariance ordering, the overall computational
efficiency of DA can be better, as judged by empirical wall-clock time to reach a
certain confidence interval assuming the chains start at stationarity. The acceler-
ation is based on decreasing the number of expensive calculations in the standard
PM implementation by using an intermediate approximation as a ‘screening’ step
(cf. Algorithm 4, p. 14).
1.3. The IS vs. direct MCMC question. As IS and DA are consistent MCMCs
which can use the same intermediate approximation, and along with PM are
asymptotically exact, there is a choice about which algorithm to use. A study of
self-normalised IS versus the independence Metropolis-Hastings has been made in
[39], who also explains why the objective function plays a roˆle in IS, which can be
super-efficient, i.e. better than sampling i.i.d. from the target distribution (but IS
can also be worse). Asymptotic variances are explicitly computed and compared
in some discrete examples in [12] who find that IS and Metropolis-Hastings can
be competitive, but that Metropolis-Hastings can do much better (see also [11,
§4.2]). On the other hand, [62] study independent IS with unbiased estimators,
and find that this performs better than PM in their experiments (see also [16]).
The algorithm of [51] in the approximate Bayesian computation setting involving
a two-phase IS approach is also found to perform better experimentally than a
direct approach. The IS versus DA question is noted in [18, §3.3.3], who mention
the likely improvement of IS over DA in massive parallelisation. A methodological
comparison of the alternatives in the general MCMC and joint inference context
is made in [65], who investigate empirically the relative efficiencies, finding that
IS and DA can be competitive, with IS doing slightly better than DA in their
experiments, with little or no parallelisation. The gap widens with increased
parallelisation, a known strength of the IS correction [cf. 18, 35, 51, 65].
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1.4. Either may do arbitrarily better in asymptotic variance. Ignoring
computational and implementation aspects for the most part (but see the dis-
cussion in §7), this paper seeks to address the question generally in terms of the
asymptotic variances. The prior references and the examples provided in Appen-
dix D show that the answer can not be completely simple. We give toy examples
where either IS or PM/DA can do (arbitrarily) better than the other in terms of
asymptotic variance (cf. Figure 1, and Appendix D for details).
Figure 1. Marked regions for examples
20 1
ν µ
(a) ‘direct MCMC better’ case
1 20
ν µ ν
(b) ‘IS better’ case
1.5. Intuition why IS can help with multimodal targets. As the examples
in Appendix D show, IS can do well when µ is uniform or close to uniform, which
allows for good mixing between modes of the target [cf. 28]. The benefit of a
slow transition to the target is well-known throughout the IS repertoire, e.g. in
sequential IS [cf. 40] and annealed IS [45]. The possible mixing improvement of
the IS first phase as a ‘warm start’ is not shared by PM/DA, which targets ν
directly. In the simple setting of the examples, where no unbiased estimators are
used, Corollary 4 gives guarantees that IS performs competitively with PM/DA
if the IS weight is bounded, which is always true if µ is the uniform density and
ν is a bounded density.
1.6. Unbiased estimators. After extending Theorem 2 to an auxiliary variable
framework suitable for pseudomarginal chains and unbiased estimators (Theorem
12), we show a quasi-ordering for IS and PM/DA (Theorem 14), implying as-
ymptotic variance guarantees for IS in terms of PM/DA. When the IS weight is
estimated unbiasedly, the essential assumption for our ordering to hold is bound-
edness of the IS weight estimator conditional means, not necessarily the IS weight
estimator itself. Also, the objective function may depend on the latents, which is
usually not the case for Peskun type orderings for PM chains (cf. Remark 6(i)).
These relaxations are ultimately due to the augmented kernel structure of the IS
chain (17) (cf. Lemma 22(iii)).
1.7. Convergence considerations. We complement our ordering results by show-
ing that the IS chain is geometrically or uniformly ergodic if and only if the IS
base chain has the corresponding property (Lemma 22). The error of MCMC is
due to two factors: the distance of the chain from stationarity, related e.g. by
the burn-in time, and the Monte Carlo error, related by the asymptotic variance
[cf. 33, 46]. In case of unbiased estimators for the weight, we describe how an
IS chain can be geometrically ergodic, in contradistinction to PM/DA (cf. §7.1).
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As geometrically ergodic chains converge geometrically fast from all initial posi-
tions, IS may be a good choice when little is known about the IS weight but good
approximate (marginal) Markov chains are available (cf. §7.2). Also, geometric
and uniform ergodicity are likely to benefit adaptive MCMC [cf. 7], at least based
on the existing theory [cf. 5, 54], as well as the construction of estimators for
the asymptotic variance [cf. 25]. The minimal requirement on the IS weight is a
simple support condition (Assumption 1 or Assumption 4(iii)), which can often
be ensured easily in practice (cf. Remark 8(ii) of §5).
1.8. Possible extensions. Although we only apply our criterion (Theorem 12)
to a comparison of IS with PM/DA (Theorem 14), and allude to the possible
utility of approximate Gibbs samplers in §3.2.2, our criterion may also be relevant
for a comparison of IS with other direct reversible MCMCs, such as ‘MHAAR’
[3] and ‘correlated PM’ [19]. By decreasing the variance occurring in the PM
acceptance ratio, these algorithms seek to improve upon mixing properties of PM
type chains. Our result (Theorem 14) applies to a comparison of IS versus ‘DA
correction’ (19) of approximate reversible chains, such as approximate versions of
the previously mentioned chains. Further studies may be interesting in the specific
settings of e.g. annealed IS [45], likelihood-free inference [cf. 51], multi-stage DA
[10], multilevel Monte Carlo [cf. 20], and sequential Monte Carlo [cf. 16, 40]. See
also §7.3 for possible application settings.
1.9. Related work. Earlier studies involving IS and direct MCMC have been
made in e.g. [12, 39, 51, 62, 65] (cf. §1.3). We consider here general reversible
Markov chains, in particular PM/DA, and seek a Peskun type ordering of the
asymptotic variances. Our elaboration of the IS correction with the use of unbiased
estimators in §5 aligns with the IS type correction of [65], but we only consider
here nonnegative IS weights (and reversible base chains). The work [65] includes
consistency and CLT results for the IS type correction, as well as implementation
and computational efficiency comparisons for IS, PM, and DA in experiments in
state space models.
1.10. Outline. After preliminaries in §2, we state in §3 the Peskun type order-
ing result for normalised IS (Theorems 2), its implication for IS versus PM/DA
in a simple setting (Corollary 4), and augmented IS kernels (Theorem 5). We
define jump chains and self-normalised importance sampling (SNIS) in §4, before
proceeding to §5, where we consider a general auxiliary variable framework which
accommodates IS and PM type schemes that use unbiased estimators. The PM
type algorithms and kernels which we consider are given in §6, and we compare
them with IS (Theorem 14). We discuss some stability, implementation, and com-
putational efficiency considerations in §7. Proofs of the Peskun type orderings are
given in Appendix A. Dirichlet form bounds and proof of the main comparison
application (Theorem 14) are found in Appendix B. Appendix C mentions some
properties of augmented chains. Appendix D contains the examples mentioned
earlier in §1.4.
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2. Notation and definitions
2.1. Notation. The spaces X we consider are assumed equipped with a σ-algebra,
denoted B(X), and with a σ-finite dominating measure, denoted ‘dx.’ Product
spaces will be assumed equipped with their product σ-algebras and corresponding
product measures. If µ is a probability density on X, we denote the corresponding
probability measure with the same symbol, so that µ(dx) = µ(x)dx.
For p ∈ [1,∞), we denote by Lp(µ) the Banach space of equivalence classes
of measurable f : X → R satisfying ‖f‖p < ∞ under the norm ‖f‖Lp(µ) :=
{∫ |f(x)|pµ(dx)}1/p. We similarly define L∞(µ) under the norm ‖f‖∞ := µ- ess supx∈X |f(x)|.
We denote by Lp0(µ) the subset of L
p(µ) with µ(f) = 0, where µ(f) :=
∫
f(x)µ(dx).
For f ∈ L1(µ) andKx(dx′) a Markov kernel on X, we define µK(A) :=
∫
µ(dx)Kx(A)
forA ∈ B(X), Kf(x) := ∫ Kx(dx′)f(x′), and inductivelyKnf(x) := Kn−1(Kf)(x)
for n ≥ 2. For f, g ∈ L2(µ), we define 〈f, g〉µ :=
∫
f(x)g(x)µ(dx), ‖f‖µ :=
(〈f, f〉µ)1/2, and varµ(f) := µ(f 2)− µ(f)2.
For m ∈ N and x(i) ∈ X for i = 1, . . .m, we write x(1:m) := (x(1), . . . , x(m)). If
x = x(1:m), then x(−i) is the vector of length m − 1 obtained from x by deleting
the ith entry. Throughout, ν will denote the target probability of interest, and
for ϕ ∈ L1(ν) we set ϕ¯ := ϕ− ν(ϕ), element of L10(ν).
2.2. Definitions. Let µ and ν be σ-finite measures on X. If µ(A) = 0 implies
ν(A) = 0 for all A ∈ B(X), we say that ν is absolutely continuous with respect
to µ, and write ν  µ. Suppose ν  µ. A Radon-Nikody´m derivative of ν with
respect to µ is a measurable function dν
dµ
(x) on X such that µ( dν
dµ
f) = ν(f) for all
f ∈ L1(ν). If also µ and ν are probability densities, then it is easy to see that
dν
dµ
(x) exists in L1(µ), and is equivalent with ν(x)
µ(x)
.
Let µ be a probability on X. A Markov chain K on X is µ-invariant if µK = µ.
If also 〈f,Kf〉µ ≥ 0 for all f ∈ L2(µ), then K is positive. If µ(dx)Kx(dx′) =
µ(dx′)Kx′(dx), then K is said to satisfy detailed balance with respect to µ, or
briefly, K is µ-reversible. This implies that K is µ-invariant, and that the Dirichlet
form EK(f) for f ∈ L2(µ) satisfies
EK(f) := 〈f, (1−K)f〉µ =
1
2
∫
µ(dx)Kx(dx
′)
(
f(x)− f(x′))2. (1)
Definition 1 (Harris ergodic). A Markov chain K is µ-Harris ergodic if K is
µ-invariant, ψ-irreducible, and Harris recurrent.
See [42] for details, and for the definition of ψ-irreducibility. Most MCMC
schemes are Harris ergodic, although a careless implementation can lead to a
non-Harris chain [cf. 53].
Definition 2 (Asymptotic variance). Let (Xk) be a µ-Harris ergodic Markov
chain with transition K. For f ∈ L2(µ) the asymptotic variance of f with respect
to K is defined, whenever the limit exists in [0,∞], as
var(K, f) := lim
n→∞
1
n
E
[( n∑
k=1
[f(X
(s)
k )− µ(f)]
)2]
, (2)
where (X
(s)
k ) denotes a stationary version of the chain (Xk), i.e. X
(s)
0 ∼ µ.
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For reversible K, which is the focus of this paper, var(K, f) always exists in
[0,∞] [cf. 61]. Moreover, a CLT holds under general conditions.
Proposition 1. [34, Cor. 1.5] and [42, Prop. 17.1.6] Let (Xk)k≥1 be an aperiodic
µ-reversible Harris ergodic Markov chain with transition K. If f ∈ L2(µ) and
var(K, f) <∞, then, for all initial distributions,
1√
n
( n∑
k=1
[f(Xk)− µ(f)]
)
n→∞−−−→ N (0, var(K, f)), in distribution, (3)
where N (a, b2) is a normal random variable with mean a and variance b2.
See [42] for definition of aperiodic. Proposition 1 above explains the importance
of the asymptotic variance, since it is the CLT limiting variance.
3. Peskun type ordering for normalised importance sampling
3.1. General case. Let µ and ν be probability measures on a space X, and let
w : X→ [0,∞) be a nonnegative measurable function.
Assumption 1 (Importance sampling). A triplet (µ, ν, w) is such that ν  µ
and w(x) = dν
dµ
(x) is the Radon-Nikody´m derivative.
Assumption 2. A heptuple (µ, ν, w,K, L, c, c) is such that (µ, ν, w) satisfies As-
sumption 1, K and L are Harris ergodic Markov chains reversible with respect to
µ and ν, respectively, and the constants c, c ≥ 0 satisfy
(a) c EK(g) ≤ EL(g) ≤ c EK(g), for all g ∈ L2(µ), and
(b) c ≤ w ≤ c, µ-a.e.
Theorem 2. If Assumption 2 holds, then for all ϕ ∈ L2(ν),
var(K,wϕ) + varµ(wϕ¯) ≤ c
[
var(L, ϕ) + varν(ϕ)
]
, (4)
var(K,wϕ) + varµ(wϕ¯) ≥ c
[
var(L, ϕ) + varν(ϕ)
]
. (5)
Remark 3. Here, we recall the notation ϕ¯ := ϕ − ν(ϕ). Regarding Theorem 2,
whose proof is given in Appendix A:
(i) If w = 1 constant, in which case µ = ν, it reduces to [4, Lemma 32]. If
also (c, c) = (0, 1), it is the covariance ordering [43, Thm. 4.2], which is a
Peskun [50, 61] type criterion based on the Dirichlet form [see also 61, Proof
of Lem. 3].
(ii) The assumptions are the same as those of [37, Lem. 13.22] about comparison
of mixing times in the countable state space context.
(iii) (5) holds even if we ‘forget’ c, i.e. set c = ∞ but also require wϕ ∈ L2(µ).
In practice, (5) is usually useless since we can only assume c = 0.
3.2. Intermezzo: some simple comparison examples. We show how Theo-
rem 2 implies results in two simple and common settings before introducing the
various machinery that occupies the remainder of this paper.
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3.2.1. With Metropolis-Hastings and delayed acceptance correction. Let q be a
probability kernel and ν a probability on X. With R(ν) ⊂ X2 the ‘symmetric
set’ as in [61, Prop. 1], we let 0 < r(ν)(x, x′) < ∞ denote the Radon-Nikody´m
derivative
r(ν)(x, x′) :=
ν(dx′)qx′(dx)
ν(dx)qx(dx′)
for (x, x′) ∈ R(ν), and otherwise we define r(ν)(x, x′) := 0. The Metropolis-
Hastings chain MH(q → ν) with proposal q and target ν has kernel
Px(dx
′) := qx(dx′) min
{
1, r(ν)(x, x′)
}
+ [1− αMH(x)]δx(dx′), (6)
where δx is the Dirac measure at x, αMH(x) := Px(X\{x}) [cf. 31, 40].
We show DA can take two forms: DA0 correction, and DA1 correction. In the
following we define the two corrections. These corrections will turn the approxi-
mate chain into an exact chain, targeting directly the probability most of interest.
Traditionally, DA has meant DA0 correction of PM [cf. 10, 17]. However, we will
see that DA0 is applicable to the more general class of ’proposal-rejection’ chains,
while a different type of algorithm, which we call DA1 correction, is applicable to
general reversible chains. DA1 has been considered in [40, ‘surrogate transition
method,’ §9.4.3]. Both DA corrections, DA0 and DA1, will lend themselves to
comparison with IS correction.
We call a kernel K a µ-proposal-rejection kernel if it is µ-reversible and can be
written as
Kx(dx
′) = qx(dx′)α(x, x′) +
(
1−
∫
qx(dy)α(x, y)
)
δx(dx
′)
for some measurable function α : X × X → [0, 1]. This obviously includes the
case where K is a MH(q → µ) kernel, but also includes, for example, DA (leading
to ‘multi-stage’ DA [cf. 10]) and ‘MHAAR’ [3]. Proposal-rejection kernels have
also been considered in [64], where the abstraction arose from consideration of
the marginal chain of a certain pseudomarginal chain arising from approximate
Bayesian computation.
If (µ, ν, w) satisfies Assumption 1 and K is a µ-proposal-rejection kernel, then
we define DA0 correction of the proposal-rejection kernel K to be the kernel
KDA0x (dx
′) := qx(dx′)α(x, x′) min
{
1, w(x′)/w(x)
}
+ [1− αDA0(x)]δx(dx′), (7)
where αDA0(x) := K
DA0
x (X\{x}). It is straightforward to check that KDA0 is ν-
reversible; this is the standard delayed acceptance kernel in the case K is MH(q →
µ) (cf. [10, 40] and §6.1).
If (µ, ν, w) satisfies Assumption 1, and K is a µ-reversible kernel, we define the
DA1 correction to be the chain with transition kernel given by
KDA1x (dx
′) := Kx(dx′) min
{
1, w(x′)/w(x)
}
+ [1− αDA1(x)]δx(dx′), (8)
where αDA1(x) := K
DA1
x (X\{x}); KDA1 is ν-reversible, as is straightforward to
check.
It is a direct application of the covariance (or Peskun) ordering to see that the
asymptotic variances of KDA0 and KDA1 are the same, where K is a µ-proposal-
rejection chain. However, we will see in §6 that KDA0 is likely to be more compu-
tationally efficient in practice.
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Corollary 4. Suppose (µ, ν, w) satisfies Assumption 1, and that
(I) L = KDA0 (7), where K is a µ-proposal-rejection kernel,
(II) L = KDA1 (8), where K is a µ-reversible kernel, or
(III) L = P (6), and K =MH(q → µ).
Assume K and L form Harris ergodic chains. The following statements hold.
(i) If w ≤ c µ-a.e., then for all ϕ ∈ L2(ν), (4) holds.
(ii) If w ≥ c µ-a.e., then for all ϕ ∈ L2(ν) with wϕ ∈ L2(µ), (5) holds.
The result follows from Theorem 2 and Lemma 21 of Appendix B.
3.2.2. With Gibbs samplers and delayed acceptance correction. Suppose ν is prob-
ability density on a product space X := X1 × · · · ×Xm, with m ∈ N. Let I be
a Markov kernel on the discrete set {1, . . . ,m}. For example, the ‘scan’ I could
be a systematic scan: Ii(j) = δi+1(j) for i = 1, . . . ,m − 1, and Im(j) = δ1(j).
Or, I could be a random scan: Ii(j) = 1/m for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. For each
i = 1, . . . ,m, let q
(i)
x(−i)(x
′(i)) be a transition density from X(−i) to X(i), which, to
avoid technical problems, may be assumed strictly positive. We define a Markov
transition density q on X× {1, . . . ,m},
qx,i(x
′, j) := Ii(j) q(j)x(−j)(x′(j)).
The Metropolis-within-Gibbs with random scan, MGrs(q → ν), has kernel
Px,i(x
′, j) := qx,i(x′, j) min
{
1,
ν(x′)q(j)
x′(−j)(x
(j))
ν(x)q
(j)
x(−j)(x
′(j))
}
+ [1− αMGrs(x, i)]δx,i(x′, j),
where αMGrs(x, 1) := Lx,i(X × (1 : m)\{(x, i)}), which is reversible as an MH
kernel, and targets ν marginally [cf. 40]. If q
(i)
x(−i)(x
′(i)) = ν(x′(i)|x(−i)) for all
i = 1, . . . ,m, then the acceptance ratio is identically 1 and MGrs(q → ν) becomes
the standard Gibbs sampler (without the Metropolis-Hastings step) [cf. 27, §11.3].
Suppose µ is a density on X with ν  µ. Because the MGrs may be viewed as a
full-dimensional MH on X×{1, . . . ,m}, Corollary 4 applies, with K = MGrs(q →
µ).
3.3. Marginalisations and augmented importance sampling kernels. Let
X = T ×Y, where T and Y are measurable spaces. For a probability µ on X,
denote by µ∗(dθ) = µ(dθ,Y) its marginal probability. If (µ, ν, w) on X satisfies
Assumption 1, then ν∗  µ∗, and with w∗(θ) := dν∗
dµ∗ (θ), the triplet (µ
∗, ν∗, w∗)
satisfies Assumption 1 on T.
Assumption 3. Assumption 2, with Assumption 2(a–b) replaced with
(a) c EK(g) ≤ EL(g) ≤ c EK(g), for all g ∈ L2(µ∗), and
(b) c ≤ w∗ ≤ c, µ∗-a.e.
We introduce the notion of an augmented Markov kernel, as in [9, 65].
Definition 3. Let µ˙ be some probability on T, let K˙ be a µ˙-invariant Markov ker-
nel on T, and letQθ(dy) be a probability kernel from T to Y. TheQ-augmentation
of K˙, or the Q-augmented kernel K, is a Markov kernel on X, with transition K
and invariant measure µ, given by
Kθ y(dθ
′, dy′) = K˙θ(dθ′)Qθ′(dy′), and µ(dθ, dy) = µ˙(dθ)Qθ(dy). (9)
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Theorem 5. Suppose Assumption 3 holds, and that K is an augmented kernel as
in Definition 3. Let ϕ ∈ L2(ν) with wϕ ∈ L2(µ). With NK := 0 if K is positive,
and NK := 1 if not, the following bound holds:
var(K,wϕ) ≤ c[var(L, ϕ) + varν(ϕ)]+ (1 + 2NK) varµ(wϕ¯) (10)
Moreover, if wϕ only depends on θ ∈ T, then (4) holds.
Remark 6. Regarding Theorem 5, whose proof is given in Appendix A:
(i) The function ϕ (and wϕ) is allowed to depend on the auxiliary variable
y ∈ Y, unlike comparison results in the PM setting (cf. [8, Thm. 7] and [59,
Thm. 1]) that are based on the convex order [9, Thm. 10].
(ii) K is positive iff K˙ is positive (Lemma 22 of Appendix C). This is the case
e.g. if K˙ is a random walk Metropolis-Hastings kernel with normal proposals
[13, Lem. 3.1]. See [23, Prop. 3] for more examples.
(iii) See also Remarks 17(iii–iv) in Appendix A about Assumption 3, which also
hold for Assumption 2 by trivialising the space Y (Lemma 18(i)).
4. Jump chains and self-normalised importance sampling
4.1. Jump chains. We recall the notion of a jump chain [cf. 22], which is a
Markov chain consisting of the accepted states of the original chain.
Definition 4. Let (Θk)k≥1 be a Markov chain with transition Kθ(dθ′). The jump
chain (Θ˜k, N˜k)k≥1 with transition K˜θn(dθ′, dn′) and holding times
N˜j := min
{
i ≥ 1|ΘN˜∗j−1+i+1 6= ΘN˜∗j−1+1
}
, j ≥ 1,
is given by Θ˜1 := Θ1 and Θ˜k+1 := ΘN˜∗k+1
, where N˜∗k :=
∑k
j=1 N˜j, N˜
∗
0 := 0.
For a Harris ergodic chain K, (N˜k)k≥1 are independent random variables given
(Θ˜k)k≥1, where N˜k is geometrically distributed with parameter α(Θ˜k). Here,
α(θ) := K(θ,T\{θ}) is the acceptance probability function of K at θ ∈ T. See
[65, Prop. 27] for this as well as for proof of the following result.
Lemma 7. Let K be a µ-invariant Markov chain with α > 0. The marginal
chain K˜ of the jump chain of K has transition K˜(θ, A) = K(θ, A\{θ})/α(θ), for
all A ∈ B(T), and is µ˜-invariant, where µ˜(dθ) = α(θ)µ(dθ)/µ(α). Moreover, K
is µ-reversible iff K˜ is µ˜-reversible, and K is µ-Harris ergodic iff K˜ is µ˜-Harris
ergodic.
We note that (Θ˜k, N˜k)k≥1 has as its transition the Q(N)-augmentation of K˜
(Definition 3), where K˜ is as in Lemma 7 and Q
(N)
θ (·) ∼ Geo(α(θ)) [23].
Different estimators can sometimes be used in place of (N˜k), which can lead to
lower asymptotic variance of the related MCMC than when not using the jump
chain, or when using the jump chain with standard (N˜k) [22].
4.2. Self-normalised importance sampling. Jump chains can be naturally
used with IS estimators, and can lead to improved computational and statistical
efficiency [cf. 65]. To avoid redundancy, we shall adhere to the following conven-
tion: when we write (Θk,Nk, a,µ), it shall stand simultaneously for (Θ˜k, N˜k, α, µ˜),
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corresponding to an IS jump chain (denoted ‘ISJ’), and for (Θk, 1, 1, µ), corre-
sponding to a non-jump IS chain (denoted ‘IS0’).
Suppose (µ, ν, w) satisfies Assumption 1 and that (Θk)k≥1 is µ-Harris ergodic.
Often one can not evaluate w(θ). However, one can often evaluate an unnormalised
version wu(θ) = cξ · w(θ), with cξ > 0 a (unknown) constant. In this case, for
ϕ ∈ L1(ν), one can use the following SNIS estimator,
ESNISn (ϕ) :=
∑n
k=1 Nkwu(Θk)ϕ(Θk)∑n
k=1 Nkwu(Θk)
=
1
n
∑n
k=1 Nkwu(Θk)ϕ(Θk)
1
n
∑n
k=1 Nkwu(Θk)
. (11)
By Harris ergodicity, the SNIS estimator is a consistent estimator for ν(ϕ),
ESNISn (ϕ)
n→∞−−−→
a.s.
µ(E[Nk|Θk]wuϕ)
µ(E[Nk|Θk]wu) =
µ(wuϕ/a)
µ(wu/a)
= ν(ϕ).
Next we consider a framework on an extended space, from which a Peskun type
ordering for SNIS will trivially follow (Remark 13(ii) of Theorem 12).
5. Unbiased estimators and exact approximation schemes
In an auxiliary variable framework, such as a latent variable model, joint infer-
ence involves expectations of the form
ν(f) =
∫
f(θ, z)ν(dθ, dz),
where θ ∈ T is the model ‘parameter’ and z ∈ Z is the ‘latent variable’ or ‘state.’
The marginal inference case, i.e. when f(θ, ·) = f(θ) only depends on θ ∈ T,
is important for model parameter estimation [cf. 6]. State estimation (when θ is
viewed as fixed) is possible in the state space model (SSM) setting using sequential
Monte Carlo (SMC) [cf. 40], while particle MCMC [2], which uses a specialised
SMC within an MCMC, allows for joint inference.
5.1. Exact approximation schemes. The approximation schemes we consider
rely on the existence of PM probability kernels, which represent the laws corre-
sponding to draws from e.g. i.i.d. IS, or from SMC, and which are basic to the
PM approach [6].
We associate to a probability kernel Q
(U)
θ (du) from T to a space U a function
η(1) := η(θ, u) on T×U. For example, if U ∼ Q(U)θ (·) and θ is fixed, then η(1) is
an unbiased estimator for the ‘likelihood’ at θ in the SSM setting [cf. 2]. Let V
be the space
V :=
{
(m, z(1:m), ζ(1:m)) : m ∈ N, and z(i) ∈ Z, ζ(i) ∈ [0,∞) for i = 1, . . .m}.
We then similarly associate to a probability kernel Q
(V )
θu (dv) from T×U to V, a
function ζ(1) of v ∈ V, given by
ζ(1) :=
m∑
i=1
ζ(i), if v = (m, z(1:m), ζ(1:m)).
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Assumption 4 (Pseudomarginal kernels). The two kernels and two functions
defined above determine probability measures µ on T×U and pi on T×U×V,
given by
µ(dθ, du) := c−1η dθQ
(U)
θ (du)η(1),
pi(dθ, du, dv) := c−1ζ dθQ
(U)
θ (du)Q
(V )
θu (dv)ζ(1),
where cη and cζ are finite normalising constants. For a target probability ν on a
space T× Z, with ν˙(dθ) := ν(dθ,Z) as before, we assume conditions:
(i) ν˙  µ˙, where µ˙(dθ) := µ(dθ,U), ‘approx. marginal posterior’
(ii) ν˙ = p˙i, where p˙i(dθ) := pi(dθ,U,V), ‘exact marginal posterior’
(iii) η(1) = 0 =⇒ ζ(1) = 0 on T×U×V. ‘(IS estimator) support cond.’
If Assumption 4 holds, for f ∈ L1(ν) we define the following functions of
(θ, u, v) = (Θk, Uk, Vk), where Vk = (Mk, Z
(1:Mk)
k , ζ
(1:Mk)
k ):
ζk(f) :=
Mk∑
i=1
ζ
(i)
k f(Θk, Z
(i)
k ), ξk(f) :=
ζk(f)
ηk(1)
, ζˆk(f) :=
ζk(f)
ζk(1)
. (12)
We define the following subsets Lppi(ν) ⊂ Lp(ν), p = 1 or 2, by
L1pi(ν) := {f ∈ L1(ν) : pi(ζˆ(f)) = ν(f) and pi(ζˆ(|f |)) <∞},
L2pi(ν) := {g ∈ L1pi(ν) : g2 ∈ L1pi(ν)}.
Remark 8. Regarding Assumption 4 and the above definitions:
(i) If f ∈ L1(ν) satisfies f(θ, ·) = f(θ), then f ∈ L1pi(ν). In many settings,
e.g. SSMs where Vk is constructed from SMC as part of a particle MCMC,
L1pi(ν) may be much larger, or all of L1(ν) [cf. 65, Cor. 21].
(ii) Support condition (iii) holds quite generally, e.g. if η(1) > 0. In a latent
variable model, where, given θ, η(1) is an unbiased estimator for an approx.
marginal posterior pr(θ)L(U)(θ) ∝ µ˙(θ), this can be achieved by inflating the
likelihood L(U) by a constant  > 0: L(U)(θ) 7→ L(U)(θ) +  [cf. 65, Prop. 17
and Rem. 18], renormalising µ accordingly.
The following concerns a PM type scheme targeting ν directly [cf. 6].
Proposition 9. Suppose a Markov chain (Θk, Uk, Vk)k≥1 is pi-reversible Harris
ergodic, where Assumption 4 holds. Then, for all f ∈ L1pi(ν),
EPMn (f) :=
1
n
n∑
k=1
ζˆk(f)
n→∞−−−→
a.s.
ν(f). (13)
Proof. Follows by Harris ergodicity, as pi(ζˆ(f)) = ν(f), f ∈ L1pi(ν). 
Consider now an IS scheme (Algorithm 1) as in [65]. Compared to [65], we
additionally assume µ-reversibility of the base chain and nonnegativity of the
estimators ζ(i) ≥ 0. This is done to facilitate comparison with the previous PM
type scheme corresponding to PM and DA algorithms, which are pi-reversible and
require ζ(i) ≥ 0, as ζ(1) is present in their acceptance ratio (cf. §6). If Assumption
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Algorithm 1 (Importance sampling scheme). Suppose Assumption 4 holds.
(Phase 1) Let (Θk, Uk)k≥1 be a µ-reversible Harris ergodic Markov chain.
(Phase 2) For each k ≥ 1, let Vk be drawn as follows, for the IS0 and ISJ cases:
(IS0) Vk ∼ Q(V )ΘkUk(·). For f ∈ L1pi(ν), we define
mf (θ, u) := E[ξk(f)|Θk = θ, Uk = u]. (14)
(ISJ) Form a jump chain (Θ˜k, U˜k, N˜k)k≥1, and draw Vk from some kernel
Vk ∼ Q(V |N)Θ˜kU˜kN˜k(·) from T×U× N to V such that
E[ξk(f)|Θ˜k = θ, U˜k = u, N˜k = n] = mf (θ, u)
for all n ∈ N and f ∈ L1pi(ν).
4 (PM kernels) holds, then for all f ∈ L1pi(ν),
µ(mf ) =
1
cη
∫
dθQ
(U)
θ (du)η(1)Q
(V )
θu (dv)
ζ(f)
η(1)
= cξν(f)
where cξ := cζ/cη, and mf is defined in (14). This motivates the following con-
sistency result, an instance of [65, Prop. 15] for the Nk = 1 case (IS0) and [65,
Thm. 11] for the Nk = N˜k case (ISJ).
Proposition 10. Under Algorithm 1, for all f ∈ L1pi(ν),
EISn (f) :=
∑n
k=1 Nkξk(f)∑n
k=1 Nkξk(1)
n→∞−−−→
a.s.
ν(f). (15)
Remark 11. In the ISJ case, allowing for dependence on N˜k when drawing Vk
in Algorithm 1 allows for variance reduction of ξk(f) and hence of the resultant
estimator (15) (cf. Proposition 19), by using larger Mk when N˜k is large. For
example, Mk could correspond to the number of independent samples drawn from
an instrumental, or, more generally, to the number of particles used in the SMC,
if this is how Vk is generated.
5.2. A Peskun type ordering for importance sampling schemes. Under
Assumption 5 below, the IS estimator EISn (f) (15) satisfies a CLT
√
n[EISn (f)− ν(f)] n→∞−−−→ N
(
0,VISf
)
, in distribution. (16)
See [65] or Proposition 19 of Appendix A, with a formula for VISf . In analogy with
Definition 2 and (3), we refer to VISf as the IS asymptotic variance.
Assumption 5 (Importance sampling CLT). Suppose Algorithm 1 (IS scheme)
and that (Θk,Uk,Nk)k≥1 is aperiodic. Let f ∈ L2pi(ν) be a function such that
var(K,mf ) <∞, where mf is defined in (14), and vf¯ by
(IS0) vf¯ (θ, u) := var
(
ξk(f¯)|Θk = θ, Uk = u
)
,
(ISJ) v˜f¯ (θ, u) := E[N˜
2
kvar
(
ξk(f¯)|Θ˜k = θ, U˜k = u, N˜k
)|Θ˜k = θ, U˜k = u],
satisfies µ
(
avf¯
)
<∞.
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Let us denote the kernel and measure of the IS0 corrected chain of Algorithm
1 by (K¯, µ¯) on the space X = (T×U)×V, where,
K¯θuv(dθ
′, du′, dv′) := Kθu(dθ′, du′)Q
(V )
θ′u′(dv
′)
µ¯(dθ, du, dv). = µ(dθ, du)Q
(V )
θu (dv). (17)
Note that K¯ = K(V ) is an augmented kernel (Definition 3).
With definitions as in Assumption 5, we define a ‘difference’ constant Df¯ , for
the IS0 and ISJ cases, respectively, by Df¯ := 0 and
D˜f¯ := µ(a)c
−2
ξ µ(av˜f¯ − vf¯ ).
Theorem 12. Suppose Algorithm 1 (IS scheme) and Assumption 5 (IS CLT)
hold.
(i) If (µ¯, pi, w, K¯, L, c, c) satisfies Assumption 2 on X, then
VISf + µ(a)varµ¯
(
wζˆ(f¯)
) ≤ c µ(a){var(L, ζˆ(f))+ varpi(ζˆ(f))}+ Df¯
VISf + µ(a)varµ¯
(
wζˆ(f¯)
) ≥ c µ(a){var(L, ζˆ(f))+ varpi(ζˆ(f))}+ Df¯ .
(ii) If (µ¯, pi, w, K¯, L, c, c) satisfies Assumption 3 on X, then
VISf ≤ c µ(a)
{
var
(
L, ζˆ(f)
)
+ varpi
(
ζˆ(f)
)}
+ (1 + 2NK)µ(a)varµ¯
(
wζˆ(f¯)
)
+ Df¯
where NK := 0 if K is positive, and NK := 1 if not.
Remark 13. Regarding Theorem 12, whose proof is in Appendix A:
(i) Note that 0 ≤ µ(a) ≤ 1, with a as in §4.2, and that w = c−1ξ ξ(1) and
w∗ = c−1ξ m1, with mf (θ, u) defined in (14).
(ii) As a trivialisation, when η(Θk, Uk) := η(1) = µ˙(Θk) a.s., Z = {0}, and
ξk(f) = wu(Θk)f(Θk) a.s., we obtain a Peskun type ordering for SNIS (11).
Here, the simplifications are K¯ ↔ K, ζˆ(f¯)↔ f¯ and ξ(f¯)↔ cξwf¯ .
6. Pseudomarginal and delayed acceptance MCMC
We define PM and DA type algorithms in the setting of the auxiliary variable
framework of §5, where PM could be the ‘particle marginal Metropolis-Hastings’
[2]; a DA type variant of this algorithm has been implemented e.g. in [30, 52,
65]. After defining the corresponding kernels, we then compare the asymptotic
variances of PM/DA with IS (Theorem 14).
6.1. Algorithms. Let qθ(dθ
′) = qθ(θ′)dθ′ be a proposal kernel on T. Assume
the setup of Assumption 4 (recall that η(1) ≥ 0 and ζ(1) ≥ 0). Whenever the
denominators are not zero we define the following ‘acceptance ratios’ for x, x′ ∈
X := T×U×V, where x = (θ, u, v),
r(U)(x, x′) :=
η′(1)qθ′(θ)
η(1)qθ(θ′)
, and r(V )(x, x′) :=
ζ ′(1)qθ′(θ)
ζ(1)qθ(θ′)
. (18)
Consider Algorithm 2 (‘PM parent,’ following the terminology of [57]), Algo-
rithm 3 (‘DA0’), and Algorithm 4 (‘DA1’), with transition kernels given later
and which are pi-invariant [cf. 2, 6, 10]. Under Assumption 4 (PM kernels) and
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Algorithm 2 (Pseudomarginal parent). Suppose Assumption 4 (PM kernels)
holds. Initialise X0 ∈ X with ζ0(1) > 0. For k = 1, . . . n, do:
(1) Draw Θ′k ∼ qΘk−1(·) and U ′k ∼ Q(U)Θ′k (·) and V
′
k ∼ Q(V )Θ′kU ′k(·). With probability
min
{
1, r(V )(Xk−1, X ′k)
}
accept X ′k; otherwise, reject.
Algorithm 3 (Delayed acceptance (‘DA0’)). Suppose Assumption 4 (PM kernels)
holds, and K is a µ-proposal-rejection kernel of the form (20). Initialise X0 ∈ X
with ζ0(1) > 0. For k = 1, . . . , n, do:
(1) Draw Θ′k ∼ qΘk−1(·). Construct U ′k ∼ Q(U)Θ′k (·). With probability
α(Θk−1, Uk−1; Θ′k, U
′
k), proceed to step (2). Otherwise, reject.
(2) Construct V ′k ∼ Q(V )Θ′k,U ′k(·). With probability min
{
1, ξ′k(1)/ξk(1)
}
, accept
(Θ′k, U
′
k, V
′
k); otherwise, reject.
Algorithm 4 (Delayed acceptance (‘DA1’)). Suppose Assumption 4 (PM kernels)
holds. Initialise X0 ∈ X with ζ0(1) > 0. For k = 1, . . . , n, do:
(1) Draw (Θ′k, U
′
k) ∼ KΘk−1,Uk−1(·).
(2) Construct V ′k ∼ Q(V )Θ′k,U ′k(·). With probability min
{
1, ξ′k(1)/ξk(1)
}
, accept
(Θ′k, U
′
k, V
′
k); otherwise, reject.
the assumption that the resultant chains are pi-Harris ergodic, by construction
Algorithms (2-4) produce output as in Proposition 9 (PM type scheme). In PM
parent (Algorithm 2) and DA1 (Algorithm 4), the computationally expensive Vk-
variable is drawn whenever Uk is drawn. This is the essential difference with DA0
(Algorithm 3). The separation of sampling steps can substantially reduce com-
putational cost in DA0 [cf. 17], even though the asymptotic variance of DA0 is
more than PM parent in the case K is the approximate PM kernel (22) [cf. 10],
and more than DA1 in the case K is a µ-proposal-rejection chain (see Section 6.2
below, these are the cases when the chains are comparable).
6.2. Kernels. Let K be the transition kernel of a µ-reversible Harris ergodic IS0
base chain (Θk, Uk)k≥1, with definitions as in Assumption 4 (PM kernels). The
DA1 correction of K is the pi-reversible kernel KDA1 corresponding to Algorithm
4, given by,
KDA1θuv (dθ
′, du′, dv′) = Kθu(dθ′, du′)Q
(V )
θ′u′(dv
′) min
{
1, ξ′(1)/ξ(1)
}
+ [1− αDA1(θ, u, v)]δθuv(dθ′, du′, dv′), (19)
where αDA1(θ, u, v) :=
∫
Kθu(dθ
′, du′)Q(V )θ′u′(dv
′) min
{
1, ξ′(1)/ξ(1)
}
.
If K is in particular a µ-proposal-rejection kernel (see §3.2.1) of the form
Kθu(dθ
′, du′) = qθ(dθ′)Q
(U)
θ′ (du
′)α(θ, u; θ′, u′)
+
(
1−
∫
qθ(dθ
′′)Q(U)θ′′ (du
′′)α(θ, u; θ′′, u′′)
)
δθ,u(dθ
′, du′), (20)
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then DA0 correction of K is
KDA0x (dx
′) = qθ(dθ′)Q
(U)
θ′ (du
′)α(θ, u; θ′, u′)Q(V )θ′u′(dv
′) min
{
1, ξ′(1)/ξ(1)
}
+ [1− αDA0(x)]δθuv(dθ′, du′, dv′), (21)
where αDA0(x) = K
DA0
x (X\{x}), and X := T×U×V, x ∈ X, x := (θ, u, v).
Decreasing the variability of ξ′(1) = ζ ′(1)/η′(1) by coupling the u′ and v′ vari-
ables can lead to improved mixing of (19), and is similar in idea to recently
proposed ‘correlated PM’ [19] and ‘MHAAR’ [3] chains. The mere requirement of
reversibility allows the kernel K to be taken to be approximate versions of the two
chains listed above, or an approximate DA or ‘multi-stage DA’ [10]. Regardless,
the most straightforward choice for K is the (approximate) PM kernel targeting
µ with proposal q, given by,
Kθu(dθ
′, du′) = qθ(dθ′)Q
(U)
θ′ (du
′) min
{
1, r(U)(x, x′)
}
+ [1− α(θ, u)]δθu(dθ′, du′), (22)
where α(θ, u) :=
∫
qθ(dθ
′)Q(U)θ′ (du
′) min
{
1, r(U)(x, x′)
}
.
We remark that by the covariance (or Peskun) ordering, we have var(KDA1, f) ≤
var(KDA0, f) for all f ∈ L2(pi), where K is a µ-proposal-rejection kernel. However,
for the reason discussed in Section 6.1, DA0 is likely more computationally efficient
than DA1 in practice.
We define the PM parent kernel P of KDA1 to be given by
Pθuv(dθ
′, du′, dv′) = qθ(dθ′)Q
(U)
θ′ (du
′)Q(V )θ′u′(dv
′) min
{
1, r(V )(x, x′)
}
+ [1− αPMP(θ, v)]δθuv(dθ′, du′, dv′), (23)
where αPMP(θ, v) :=
∫
qθ(dθ
′)Q(U)θ′ (du
′)Q(V )θ′u′(dv
′) min
{
1, r(V )(x, x′)
}
.
We define a probability kernel from T to V by
Qˆ
(V )
θ (dv) :=
∫
U
Q
(U)
θ (du)Q
(V )
θu (dv) (24)
We then define the following PM kernel with proposal q targeting pi,
Mθv(dθ
′, dv′) = qθ(dθ′)Qˆ
(V )
θ′ (dv
′) min
{
1, r(V )(x, x′)
}
+ [1− αPM(θ, v)]δθv(dθ′, dv′), (25)
where αPM(θ, v) :=
∫
qθ(dθ
′)Qˆ(V )θ′ (dv
′) min
{
1, r(V )(x, x′)
}
.
When Uk and Vk are independent given θ, i.e.
Q
(V )
θu (dv) = Q
(V )
θ (dv), (26)
then M (25) is the standard PM with proposal q and target pi, since,
Qˆ
(V )
θ (dv) = Q
(V )
θ (dv).
6.3. Comparison with importance sampling correction.
Theorem 14. Suppose Assumption 4 (PM kernels) holds, and that one of the
following conditions for pairs of kernels holds:
(I) L = KDA0 is DA0 correction (21), and K is µ-proposal-rejection (20),
(II) L = KDA1 is DA1 correction (19), and K is µ-reversible,
(III) L = P is the PM parent (23), and K is the approx. PM (22), or
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(IV) L = M is the PM kernel (25), and K is the approx. PM (22).
Assume K and L are Harris ergodic, and a function f ∈ L2pi(ν) is such that
Assumption 5 (IS CLT) holds. The following statements hold:
(i) The IS asymptotic variance (16) satisfies, with c := µ¯-ess inf w,
VISf + µ(a)varµ¯
(
wζˆ(f¯)
) ≤ µ(a) ‖w‖∞ {var(L, ζˆ(f))+ varpi(ζˆ(f))}+ Df¯
VISf + µ(a)varµ¯
(
wζˆ(f¯)
) ≥ µ(a) · c · {var(L, ζˆ(f))+ varpi(ζˆ(f))}+ Df¯ .
(ii) With NK := 0 if K is positive and NK := 1 if not, the following holds:
VISf ≤µ(a) ‖w∗‖∞
{
var
(
L, ζˆ(f)
)
+ varpi
(
ζˆ(f)
)}
+ (1 + 2NK)µ(a)varµ¯
(
wζˆ(f¯)
)
+ Df¯ .
See Remark 13(i) for w and w∗. See Appendix B for the proof of Theorem 14,
which follows from Theorem 12, after bounding the Dirichlet forms.
7. Discussion
In this section we discuss various issues of stability (§7.1), computational effi-
ciency (§7.2), and approximation strategies (§7.3).
7.1. Importance sampling weight and stability considerations. A neces-
sary condition for a successful implementation of an IS or PM scheme is a simple
support condition, Assumption 4(iii), that can often be easily ensured by Remark
8(ii). On the other hand, Theorem 14 depends on a uniform bound on the mar-
ginal weight w∗ ∝m1, with mf (θ, u) as in (14). This bound is much weaker than
a bound on w, and can often be ensured. For example, assuming that η(1)m1
is bounded, one can often inflate η(1) as in Remark 8(ii) to obtain an uniform
bound on w∗. Other techniques may be applicable if a bounded w∗ is particularly
desired, such as a combination of cutoff functions, approximations, or tempering
[cf. 48, 65].
When considering a PM/DA implementation, the issue of boundedness of the
full weight w ∝ ζ(1)/η(1) takes particular importance, more so than in the case
with IS. This is because PM and DA are more liable to be poorly mixing, while
IS is less affected by noisy estimators, as described below.
We claim that if ζ(1) is not bounded, then PM and KDA0, with K as in (22),
are not geometrically ergodic. This is [6, Thm. 8] for PM chains. To prove that
result for PM chains, or in particular for the PM parent chain (23), [6] show that
for all  > 0,
ν
(
1{αPMP ≤ }
)
> 0. (27)
By [55, Thm. 5.1], one concludes that the PM parent is not geometrically ergodic
[6]. Moreover, with K as in (22) and L = KDA0 as in (19), from
min{1, r(U)(x, x′)}min{1, w(x′)/w(x)} ≤ min{1, r(V )(x, x′)}, (28)
it follows that αDA0(x) ≤ αPMP(x). By (27), one concludes that KDA0 also is not
geometrically ergodic.
On the other hand, the IS chain may converge fine, even in the case of un-
bounded ζ(1). For example, if K is a random walk Metropolis-Hastings chain,
then K is geometrically ergodic essentially if µ has exponential or lighter tails and
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a certain contour regularity condition holds [32, 55], where we have said nothing
about the exact level estimator ζ(1). We then apply Lemma 22(v), which says
that whenever K is geometrically ergodic then so is K¯, to conclude that the IS
chain is geometrically ergodic, even in the case of unbounded ζ(1). This may be
beneficial if adaptation is used [5, 7, 54].
Of course, high variability affects also the IS estimator, but we believe this noise
to be a smaller issue in IS, as the noise is in the IS output estimator rather than
in the acceptance ratio as in PM/DA. This can make a significant difference in
the evolution and ergodicity of the chains, as described above.
7.2. Computational aspects of the importance sampling correction. The
finite-size perturbation bounds for the asymptotic variance of IS versus PM/DA
(Corollary 4 or Theorem 14) show that IS can not do much worse than PM/DA
in terms of statistical efficiency. On the other hand, the flexibility of the IS
implementation allows for the use of many potentially substantial computational
efficiency enhancements [65], which we briefly mention.
Thinning, where only every kth value of a chain is kept [cf. 47], may be ap-
plied to the IS base chain, which may be e.g. adaptive [5, 7, 54], approximated
[33, 46], correlated [19], ‘MHAAR’ [3], or nonreversible [63]. The thinning can
be performed before any calculations of weights. The weights also need not be
calculated in the burn-in phase. The use of a jump chain estimator can further
decrease the number of necessary weight calculations, and shows the strength of
IS in relation to PM/DA using ‘early rejection’ [60], which is computational ef-
ficiency enhancement for PM/DA applicable when the posterior is factorisable
and the subposteriors are monotonically decreasing [cf. 60, §4], but may involve
expensive calculations for all innovations, unlike ISJ. Real-valued IS type weight
estimators also allow for multilevel Monte Carlo [cf. 20]. Also, the IS correction,
which is based on independent ‘post-processing’ correction of the approximate
chain output, allows for separation of approximate and exact phases, leading to
easy process management, output analysis, and parallelisation.
7.3. Finding an approximation. A necessity of the IS approach compared to a
direct PM approach is finding a suitable approximate Markov chain; see [33, 58, 65]
for suggestions. We remark that this problem simplifies when there is a clear
grading of approximate models, for then one can use a PM chain targeting a
coarse-level distribution and then IS correct to the fine-level. The grading could
be based on the tolerance size in approximate Bayesian computation as in [51] or
on the discretisation size of a discretely observed diffusion as in [65], who both
show performance gains over a direct approach.
The grading could also come from the order of the Taylor [17] or Fourier [18,
24, 58] series approximation needed for the posterior density, a multilevel [20],
multiscale [24], or dimension reduction [18] framework, the amount of subsampled
data in a big data setting [10, 52], the size of introduced noise in a perturbed
problem strategy [11], the subfactor length of a factorisable likelihood [60], or
the number of nearest neighbours used in a local approximation [56]. The cited
works are just a few of the many that use the DA implementation, which may
alternatively be run as an IS implementation by a simple rearrangement of the
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algorithm. The two-phase IS method may lead to performance gains over a direct
MCMC, especially with massive parallelisation [35].
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Appendix A. Proofs for the Peskun type orderings
A.1. Subprobability kernels. Let K be a µ-reversible Markov kernel on X. For
all λ ∈ (0, 1], λK is a subprobability kernel : λK(x,X) ≤ 1 for all x ∈ X. The
Dirichlet form EλK(f) of the subprobability kernel λK is
EλK(f) := 〈f, (1− λK)f〉µ = λEK(f) + (1− λ) ‖f‖2µ , (29)
defined for f ∈ L2(µ). For f ∈ L20(µ), if (1−K)−1f exists in L2(µ), then by (2),
var(K, f) = 2 〈f, (1−K)−1f〉µ−µ(f 2) [cf. 9]. Following [9, 61], we then (formally)
extend Definition 2 of the asymptotic variance to subprobability kernels: for λ ∈
(0, 1), the operator (1− λK) is always invertible, and we define
var(λK, f) := 2
〈
f, (1− λK)−1f〉
µ
− µ(f 2). (30)
Moreover, (1) and (29) imply for λ ∈ (0, 1] that 1 − λK is a positive operator,
i.e. EλK(f) ≥ 0 for all f ∈ L2(µ). By a result attributed to Bellman [14, Eq.
14], for positive self-adjoint operators, and used e.g. in [1, 9, 15, 44, 43], we have
another asymptotic variance representation: for all λ ∈ (0, 1) and f ∈ L20(µ),
var(λK, f) = 2 sup
g∈L2(µ)
{
2 〈f, g〉µ − EλK(g)
}− µ(f 2). (31)
Here, the supremum is attained with g := (1−λK)−1f , in which case (31) simpli-
fies to (30). For λ ∈ (0, 1), equalities (30–31) hold and are finite for any f ∈ L20(µ).
The function λ 7→ var(λK, f) has a limit as λ ↑ 1 on the extended real numbers
[0,∞], and var(K, f) equals this limit [61].
A.2. Normalised importance sampling ordering. We set
NK := − inf
µ(g)=0,µ(g2)=1
〈g,Kg〉µ (32)
for a µ-reversible kernel K, so that the left spectral gap of K is 1−NK [cf. 9].
Lemma 15. Suppose (µ, ν, w,K, L, c, c) satisfies Assumption 3 on X := T ×Y.
Let ϕ ∈ L20(ν) be such that wϕ ∈ L2(µ). Define uλ := (1 − λK)−1(wϕ) and
uˇλ := uλ − wϕ, in L2(µ) for all λ ∈ (0, 1). The following hold:
(i) If uλ(θ, y) = uλ(θ), λ ∈ (0, 1), then (4) holds.
(ii) If uˇλ(θ, y) = uˇλ(θ), λ ∈ (0, 1), then (10) holds, with NK as in (32).
Proof. Note that L2(µ∗) ⊂ L2(ν∗) by Assumption 3(b). For g ∈ L2(µ∗),
EλL(g) = λEL(g) + (1− λ)ν∗(g2) ≤ cλEK(g) + (1− λ)ν∗(g2),
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by Assumption 3(a). From the above first equality, now for λK and µ∗,
EλL(g) ≤ c
[EλK(g)− (1− λ)µ∗(g2)]+ (1− λ)ν∗(g2)
= cEλK(g)− (1− λ)µ∗
(
g2[c− w∗]) ≤ cEλK(g), (33)
by Assumption 3(b). Since 1− λK is self-adjoint on L2(µ), we also note that
EλK(uˇλ) = EλK(uλ − wϕ) = EλK(uλ) + EλK(wϕ)− 2 ‖wϕ‖2µ ,
as 〈vλ, (1− λK)wϕ〉µ = ‖wϕ‖2µ . Regardless of λ ∈ (0, 1), 1 − λK has support of
its spectral measure contained in [0, 1 +NK ] (cf. Remark 17(ii) below). Hence,
EλK(wϕ) ≤ (1 +NK) ‖wϕ‖2µ, so
EλK(uˇλ) ≤ EλK(uλ) + (NK − 1) ‖wϕ‖2µ . (34)
We now compare the asymptotic variances. By (30),
LS := var(λK,wϕ) + ‖wϕ‖2µ = 2
[
2 〈wϕ, uλ〉µ − EλK(uλ)
]
.
With ψ := uλ for (i), and with ψ := uˇλ for (ii) using (34),
LS ≤ 2[2 〈wϕ, ψ〉µ − EλK(ψ)]+ Eψ,
where Eψ := 0 if ψ = uλ and Eψ := 2(1 +NK) ‖wϕ‖2µ if ψ = uˇλ. Hence,
LS ≤ 2[2 〈ϕ, ψ〉ν − EλK(ψ)]+ Eψ ≤ 2[2 〈ϕ, ψ〉ν − (c)−1EλL(ψ)]+ Eψ,
where we have used (33). Since ψ ∈ L2(µ∗) ⊂ L2(ν),
LS ≤ 1
c
(
2 sup
g∈L2(ν)
{
2 〈cϕ, g〉ν − EλL(g)
}− ‖cϕ‖2ν )+ c ‖ϕ‖2ν + Eψ
= c
(
var(λL, ϕ) + ‖ϕ‖2ν
)
+ Eψ,
by (31). We then take the limit λ ↑ 1 [61]. Noting that ‖wϕ‖2µ = varµ(wϕ) since
µ(wϕ) = ν(ϕ) = 0, we conclude. 
Lemma 16. Suppose the assumptions of Lemma 15 hold, where c may be also ∞.
If vλ := (1− λL)−1(ϕ) satisfies vλ(θ, y) = vλ(θ), then (5) holds.
Proof. The lower bound (5) is trivial if c = 0. Assume c > 0. Then µ  ν,
w−1 ≤ c−1 (implying L2(ν) ⊆ L2(µ)), and EK(g) ≤ c−1EL(g) for all g ∈ L2(ν).
The result follows by applying Lemma 15(i). 
Remark 17. Regarding Lemma 15 and Lemma 16:
(i) The solution vλ to the Poisson eq. [cf. 42], (1 − λL)g = ϕ in L2(µ), is also
used in [9, Thm. 17] as a lemma for the proof of the convex order criterion
Peskun type ordering for PM chains [9, Thm. 10].
(ii) We have NK ∈ [−1, 1] in general, but NK ∈ [−1, 0] if K is positive.
(iii) It is reasonable to use a single constant c in Assumptions 3(a–b). If one
replaces Assumption 3(b) with w∗ ≤ c′ µ∗ − a.e., then, if c′ < c, one ob-
tains the same result after bounding a nonpositive quantity by zero in (33).
If c′ > c, then one would need to impose the unappealing condition that
supλ∈(0,1) ‖uλ‖2µ∗ < ∞ and add a positive constant involving this bound to
the final results. Anyways, for the the application in this paper, we have
c = c′ (Lemma 21).
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(iv) Assumption 3(a) can be replaced with the weaker assumption that EL(g) ≤
c EK(g) for all g ∈ G ⊂ L2(µ∗), where G := {uλ : λ ∈ (0, 1)} for (i) and
G := {uˇλ : λ ∈ (0, 1)} for (ii).
Lemma 18. Let K be a µ-reversible chain on X = T ×Y. For h ∈ L2(µ) and
λ ∈ (0, 1), set hλ := (1− λK)−1h and hˇλ := hλ − h, which are in L2(µ).
(i) If Y = {y0} is the trivial space, then hλ(θ, y) = hλ(θ).
(ii) If K is an augmented kernel, then hˇλ(θ, y) = hˇλ(θ). Moreover, if also
h(θ, y) = h(θ), then hλ(θ, y) = hλ(θ).
Proof. (i) is clear. For (ii), we write the series representation for the inverse of an
invertible operator and use Lemma 22(iii), to get that,
hλ(θ, y) =
∞∑
n=0
λnKnh(θ, y) = h(θ, y) +
∞∑
n=1
λnK˙n(Qh)(θ).
The result then follows. 
Proof of Theorem 2. The upper bound (4) follows from Lemma 15(i) and Lemma
18(i), while (5) follows from Lemma 16 and Lemma 18(i). 
Proof of Theorem 5. Follows by Lemma 15 and Lemma 18(ii). 
A.3. Importance sampling schemes. The following CLT, based on Proposi-
tion 1, and asymptotic variance formula, are [65, Theorem 7 & 13].
Proposition 19. Under Assumption 5, the IS estimator (15) satisfies the CLT
(16), with limiting variance VISf = µ(a)
[
var(K,mf ) + µ(avf¯ )
]
/c2ξ .
Proof of Theorem 12. We first note that
ξ(f) :=
ζ(f)
η(1)
=
cζ
cη
· cη
cζ
ζ(1)
η(1)
· ζ(f)
ζ(1)
= cξwζˆ(f).
By Slutsky’s Theorem applied to (15) in the IS0 case,
VIS0f = var
(
K¯, ξ(f)
)
/c2ξ = var
(
K¯, wζˆ(f)
)
.
Then (i) follows by Theorem 2, and (ii) by Theorem 5, for the IS0 case. To prove
the result for the ISJ case, we first note the relationship
VISJf = µ(α)c−2ξ
[
var(K,mf ) + µ(vf¯ ) + µ(αv˜f¯ − vf¯ )
]
= µ(α)VIS0f + D˜f¯ ,
from Proposition 19. The result then follows from the IS0 case. 
Appendix B. Proofs for main comparison application
Lemma 20. Let (K,L) be the pair of kernels as in (II), (I), or (III) of Theorem
14, where we assume that (µ¯, ν, w) satisfies Assumption 1, with (K¯, µ¯) the Q(V )-
augmentation of K (17). Then, the following hold:
(i) If ‖w‖∞ <∞, then EL(g) ≤ ‖w‖∞ EK¯(g) for all g ∈ L2(µ¯).
If c := µ¯-ess inf w, then EL(g) ≥ c EK¯(g) for all g ∈ L2(µ¯).
(ii) If ‖w∗‖∞ <∞, then EL(g) ≤ ‖w∗‖∞ EK¯(g) for all g ∈ L2(µ).
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Proof. This is done separately below for the cases L ∈ {P,KDA0, KDA1}. Set
G := [g(x)− g(x′)]2, g ∈ L2(µ¯), with x, x′ ∈ X := T×U×V. Then,
EP (g) = 1
2
∫
pi(dx)qθ(dθ
′)Q(U)θ′ (du
′)Q(V )θ′u′(dv
′) min
{
1, r(V )(x, x′)
}
G
=
1
2
∫
µ¯(dx)qθ(dθ
′)Q(U)θ′ (du
′)Q(V )θ′u′(dv
′) min
{
w(x), w(x)r(V )(x, x′)
}
G
=
1
2
∫
µ¯(dx)qθ(dθ
′)Q(U)θ′ (du
′)Q(V )θ′u′(dv
′) min
{
w(x), w(x′)r(U)(x, x′)
}
G,
because w(x)r(V )(x, x′) = w(x′)r(U)(x, x′), well-defined on the set of interest. We
then use the uniform bounds c ≤ w ≤ ‖w‖∞ to conclude (i) for L = P .
Now assume g ∈ L2(µ), so G = [g(θ, u)− g(θ′, u′)]2. By Jensen’s inequality and
concavity of (x, x′) 7→ min{x, x′} when one of x, x′ ≥ 0 is held fixed,
EP (g) = 1
2
∫
µ¯(dx)qθ(dθ
′)Q(U)θ′ (du
′)G
∫
Q
(V )
θ′u′(dv
′) min
{
w(x), w(x′)r(U)(x, x′)
}
≤ 1
2
∫
µ¯(dx)qθ(dθ
′)Q(U)θ′ (du
′)Gmin
{
w(x), w∗(θ′, u′)r(U)(x, x′)
}
.
Here, we have used that r(U)(x, x′) does not depend on v′ ∈ V, and that∫
w(x)Q
(V )
θu (dv) =
cη
cζ
1
η(1)
∫
ζ(1)Q
(V )
θu (dv) =
pi∗(dθ, du)
µ(dθ, du)
= w∗(θ, u).
We then apply Jensen again, this time integrating out v ∈ V, to get,
EP (g)
≤ 1
2
∫
dθQ
(U)
θ (du)
η(1)
cη
qθ(dθ
′)Q(U)θ′ (du
′)G
∫
Q
(V )
θu (dv) min
{
w(x), w∗(x′)r(U)(x, x′)
}
≤ 1
2
∫
dθQ
(U)
θ (du)
η(1)
cη
qθ(dθ
′)Q(U)θ′ (du
′) min
{
w∗(θ, u), w∗(θ′, u′)r(U)(x, x′)
}
G.
We then apply the uniform bound w∗ ≤ ‖w∗‖∞ and use the fact that EK(g) =
EK¯(g) for all g ∈ L2(µ) to conclude (ii) for L = P .
Now consider the case L = KDA0. With G := [g(x)− g(x′)]2 on X2,
EKDA0(g) = 12
∫
pi(dx)qθ(dθ
′)Q(U)θ′ (du
′)α(θ, u; θ′, u′)Q(V )θ′u′(dv
′) min
{
1,
w(x′)
w(x)
}
G
=
1
2
∫
µ¯(dx)qθ(dθ
′)Q(U)θ′ (du
′)α(θ, u; θ′, u′)Q(V )θ′u′(dv
′) min
{
w(x), w(x′)
}
G,
for all g ∈ L2(µ¯). As before, this allows us to conclude (i) for L = KDA0.
Now assume g ∈ L2(µ), with G := [g(θ, u)− g(θ′, u′)]2. By Jensen,
EKDA0(g) ≤ 12
∫
µ¯(dx)qθ(dθ
′)Q(U)θ′ (du
′)α(θ, u; θ′, u′)Gmin
{
w(x), w∗(θ′, u′)
}
≤ 1
2
∫
µ(dθ, du)qθ(dθ
′)Q(U)θ′ (du
′)α(θ, u; θ′, u′)Gmin
{
w∗(θ, u), w∗(θ′, u′)
}
,
which allows us to conclude (ii) as before.
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Now consider the case L = KDA1. With G := [g(x)− g(x′)]2 on X2,
EKDA1(g) = 12
∫
pi(dx)Kθu(dθ
′, du′)Q(V )θ′u′(dv
′) min
{
1,
w(x′)
w(x)
}
G
=
1
2
∫
µ¯(dx)Kθu(dθ
′, du′)Q(V )θ′u′(dv
′) min
{
w(x), w(x′)
}
G,
for all g ∈ L2(µ¯). As before, this allows us to conclude (i) for L = KDA1.
Now assume g ∈ L2(µ), with G := [g(θ, u)− g(θ′, u′)]2. By Jensen,
EKDA1(g) ≤ 12
∫
µ¯(dx)Kθu(dθ
′, du′)Gmin
{
w(x), w∗(θ′, u′)
}
≤ 1
2
∫
µ(dθ, du)Kθu(dθ
′, du′)Gmin
{
w∗(θ, u), w∗(θ′, u′)
}
,
which allows us to conclude (ii) as before. 
Lemma 21. With assumptions as in Lemma 20, and additionally assuming that
K and L determine Harris ergodic chains, the following hold:
(i) If ‖w‖∞ <∞, then (µ¯, pi, w, K¯, L, c, ‖w‖∞) satisfies Assumption 2.
(ii) If ‖w∗‖∞ <∞, then (µ¯, pi, w, K¯, L, 0, ‖w∗‖∞) satisfies Assumption 3.
Proof. Lemma 20(i) and (ii) imply respectively (i) and (ii). 
Proof of Theorem 14. The support condition Assumption 4(iii) implies that (µ¯, pi, w)
satisfies Assumption 1. Under conditions (II), (I), or (III), the result follows by
Lemma 21 and Theorem 12.
Assume condition (IV). Because g := ζˆ(f) is a function on X = T ×U × V
which does not depend on the second coordinate, P kg(θ, u, v) = Mkg(θ, v) for all
(θ, u, v) ∈ X and k ≥ 1. Therefore, var(M, g) = var(P, g). 
Appendix C. Properties of augmented kernels
For measurable functions V : X→ [1,∞) and f : X→ R, we set
‖ν‖V := sup
f :|f |≤V
ν(f), and ‖f‖V := sup
x∈X
|f(x)|
V (x)
for any finite signed measure ν on X.
Definition 5. A µ-invariant Markov chain K on X is said to be
(i) V -geometrically ergodic if there is a function V : X→ [1,∞) such that
‖Kn(x, ·)− µ(·)‖V ≤ RV (x)ρn
for all n ≥ 1, where R <∞ and ρ ∈ (0, 1) are constants.
(ii) uniformly ergodic if K is 1-geometrically ergodic.
Lemma 22. Let Kθy(dθ
′, dy′) = K˙θ(dθ′)Qθ′(dy′) be an augmented kernel on T×
Y.
(i) The invariant measures of K and K˙ satisfy (µK = µ =⇒ µ∗K˙ = µ∗), and
(µ˙K˙ = µ˙ =⇒ µK = µ), where µ(dθ, dy) := µ˙(dθ)Qθ(dy). These implica-
tions hold with invariance replaced with reversibility.
(ii) K is µ-Harris ergodic ⇐⇒ K˙ is µ˙-Harris ergodic.
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(iii) For all f ∈ L1(µ) and n ≥ 1, Knf(θ, y) = K˙n(Qf)(θ).
(iv) K is aperiodic ⇐⇒ K˙ is aperiodic. K is positive ⇐⇒ K˙ is positive.
(v) K is geometrically ergodic ⇐⇒ K˙ is geometrically ergodic.
(vi) K is uniformly ergodic ⇐⇒ K˙ is uniformly ergodic.
Proof. (i–iii) are [65, Lem. 24]. Proof of (iv) is straightforward.
For (v), consider first the case that K˙ is V˙ -geometrically ergodic:
sup
|f |≤V˙
|K˙n(f)(θ)− µ˙(f)| ≤ RV˙ (θ)ρn, n ≥ 1,
with V˙ : T→ [1,∞) and constants R and ρ. Define V (θ, y) := V˙ (θ). By (iii),
sup
|f |≤V
|Knf(θ, y)− µ(f)| = sup
|f |≤V
|K˙n(Qf)(θ)− µ˙(Qf)|. (35)
Since Qf(θ, y) ≤ QV (θ, y) = V˙ (θ), we get that K is V -geometrically ergodic.
Assume now that K is V -geometrically ergodic. Using (35), we have,
sup
|f |≤V
|Knf(θ, y)− µ(f)| = sup
g=Qf :|f |≤V
|K˙ng(θ)− µ˙(g)|, (36)
for n ≥ 1. Define V˙ (θ) := infy V (θ, y). For all g such that |g(θ)| ≤ V˙ (θ), set
f(θ, y) := g(θ). Then |f | ≤ V and Qf = g. By (36), K˙ is V˙ -geometrically
ergodic. This proves (v), and (vi) follows from the form of V˙ and V . 
Appendix D. Toy examples of two extremes
Figure 3. Mass allocations for µ, ν, and f on X = {0, 1, 2}, a ∈ [1
2
, 1).
µ = ( 1−a
2
1−a
2
a )
ν = ( 1/2 1/2 0 )
f = ( 1 −1 0 )
(a) ‘MH/DA better’ case
µ = ( 1/3 1/3 1/3 )
ν = ( a
2
1−a
2
1/2 )
f =
√
2√
a+a2
( 1 0 −a )
(b) ‘IS better’ case
Let X := {0, 1, 2} and consider the two mass allocations for probabilities µ
and ν on X and function f ∈ L20(ν) given pictorially in Figure 1 and precisely
in Figure 3. Denote by q(r) the (reflected) random walk proposal on X, given by
q
(r)
0 (x) = δ1(x), q
(r)
1 (x) =
1
2
[δ0(x) + δ2(x)], and q
(r)
2 (x) = δ1(x), and by q
(u)
x (x′) the
uniform proposal on X. We set K :=MH(q → µ) and let L be the MH (6) or
DA0 (7) kernels, using proposals q(r) or q(u), and targeting ν. We use a parameter
a ∈ [1
2
, 1) to allow for continuous intensity shifts in the mass allocations in our
examples. Because µ is constant on the support of ν, one can check that the MH
and DA0 kernels coincide for a ∈ [1
2
, 1).
The resulting IS and MH/DA asymptotic variances, var(K,wf) and var(L, f),
are listed in Table 1, and plotted in Figure 5. Here,
UBa(f) := max(w)var(L, f) + ν(f
2[max(w)− w]). (37)
is the upper bound on var(K,wf) from Corollary 4.
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Table 1. Asymptotic variance as a function of a ∈ [1/2, 1)
Proposal var(L, f) ≤ var(K,wf) var(L, f) ≥ var(K,wf)
RW q(r) 1 11−a
−1+8a+a2
a2−1
9a
1+a
uniform q(u) 2 11−a
−1+10a−a2
(1+a)2
15a
4(1+a)
var(L, f) ≤ var(K,wf) var(L, f) ≥ var(K,wf)
0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
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15
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40
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Figure 5. Plots from Table 1: var(K,wf) ‘—’, var(L, f) ‘−−’,
and UBa(f) ‘· · · ’, vs. a ∈ [12 , 1). Here, in the top left, UBa(f)
exactly coincides with var(K,wf).
The code used to calculate the asymptotic variances can be found in the earlier
preprint [26, App. C]. It is based on a straightforward diagonalisation of 3 × 3
matrices and a discrete version of a spectral formula [34, Cor. 1.5] for var(K, f)
of Proposition 1.
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